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A useful piece of architecture that transcends cultures and location, staircases have been around almost as
long as humans have. A new book, Staircases: The Architecture of Ascent, presents a dizzying array of
staircases across the globe and throughout history.
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between flights of stairs for changing direction in the stairs & providing a resting place between long flights of
stairs. tread - The part of the step that is stepped on. riser - The vertical portion of the step between steps.
nosing - An edge part of the tread that extends from the riser beneath.
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Figure 10.1: (a); (b) Straight flight stairs; (c) Quarter-turn stairs; (d) Half-turn stairs; (e) Branching stairs; (f)
Open-well (half turn); (g) Open-well with quarter turn landing; (h); (i); (j) Geometrical stairs Technical Terms
The definitions of some technical terms, which are used in connection with design of stairs, are given. a.
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Staircases The Architecture Of Ascent PDF Format The Essential Purpose Of A Staircase Is Utilitarian To
Facilitate Ascent And Descent Yet The Design Of
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â€¢ analyse different types of staircases including the free-standing staircases in a simplified manner, â€¢
design the different types of staircases as per the stipulations of IS 456. 9.20.1 Introduction Staircase is an
important component of a building providing access to different floors and roof of the building.
Module 9 - NPTEL
Beyond Buildings Stair Details: An Architectural Obsession Aaron Betsky examines the role of the ceremonial
staircase in architecture.
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documents or check out Staircases The Architecture Of Ascent by Katrin Baumgartner Learning online. You
can get it as pdf, kindle, word, txt, ppt, rar and zip file.
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elements. The use of the staircases shifted, and stairways became associated with power and status (John
Templer, 1992). Large spanning staircases with a curved or incurved body, indoors or outdoors, became a
design feature in architecture. A well-executed staircase was the pride of architects.
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Figure 8. A stairway with glass treads (Photographer: Roy Wright Photography, Inc.). . 34 Figure 9. Selected
stairway sites for cross-site comparison of stair use: glass stairway at an Apple Retail Store (left) and a
conventional stairway at a shopping mall (right). ..... 46 Figure 10.
CONTEMPORARY PRACTICES IN STAIRWAY DESIGN: BEHAVIOR OF
Both sides of this staircase. the model of the â€œopen staircaseâ€• is a bold disseminator capable of
reworking the linguistic and structural elements using an ingenious and free invention: the back wall of the
courtyard (opposite the road and hiding the body of the staircase) is interpreted as an improvised and piece
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of scenery to burrow into.
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Architecture & Stairs 101| Types of Stairs, Materials, Designs Explained Posted on February 26, 2018 by
Anton Giuroiu Although we use staircases every day, we know little to nothing about them.
Architecture & Stairs 101| Types of Stairs, Materials
Stair well is generated by taking measurement the width of lever handle and landing platform from inner sides
of walls, Line of barrier (parapet)â€™s been drawn, Riser lines have been drawn according to width of step
measurement, Exiting route line has been drawn,
Plan and Cross Section Views of Stairs
A staircase is a circulation node, a vertical link between different levels, a space-defining structure and the
only element of a building that is, by virtue of its function, essentially three-dimensional. As such, a staircase
is a piece of architecture in its own right.
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Source: Habermann.Staircases: design andconstruction 2003 page 42 calculation of stairs Building
Communication 2013 â€“ drawin g stairs and staircase 9 Stair layout and stair plan First determine the
floor-to-floor height Calculate the numbers of risers and treads ...
BST12781 BUILDING COMMUNICATION Drawing stairs & staircase
We are proud of our diverse product offerings, and our skilled team has crafted residential and commercial
staircase architecture with wood and steel carriages, enhanced with numerous types of balustrades including
glass, stainless steel, cable rail, wood, and iron, with limitless finishes.
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